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“~ Many of the graphic works which are included in Imagery of Society in 1974. All of the original issues in this exhibition are 
Dissent will be familiar to those who were involved in the polit- drawn from materials saved after microfilming and selected for 
ical activities of the 1930s or the 1960s. These images, which retention by Paul Hass, George Talbot and James Danky. 
were printed in large quantities and widely distributed through On behalf of the Elvehjem, | wish to especially acknowl- 
popular publications, were well known visual icons of their edge the exhibition's guest curator Mary Lee Muller. It was Ms. 
times and are important historical documents today. However, Muller's imagination which first conceived of this project and 
because of their specific focus and contextual nature, they are her scholarship which saw it through to successful completion. 
little known. Since they were never intended as unique works Thanks also to James Dennis, Professor of Art History at the 
of fine art, the original drawings are, for the most part, lost. University of Wisconsin-Madison, who brought Ms. Muller's 
Also lost are the names of many of the artists from the 1960s. project to my attention. 
Their primary purpose was a selfless but effective political mes- Several members of the Elvehjem staff also contributed 
sage, never aesthetics or personal acclaim. The published ver- significantly to the project. Thank you to Drew Stevens, Associ- 
sions are also disappearing: as the issues ceased to be poign- ate Curator, for attention to curatorial detail and Kathy Parks, 
ant, the newspapers and magazines in which they appeared Assistant to the Director, for her organizational skills; thank 
were consigned to the attic (or the rubbish heap) where the you to Lisa Calden, the Elvehjem Registrar, who handled the 
materials they were made of inevitably decay. Happily, however, detailed paper work associated with her office and Dale 
some of these graphic images have been preserved. Malner, the Museum Preparator, for a handsome installation. 

The Library of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Thank you also to Andy Kraushaar and Kalleen Mortensen for 
has the largest collection of alternative or “underground” catalogue photography. 
newspapers in the world. The original collection was devel- The final place of honor is reserved for the lenders to 
oped by Charles Shetler, the Librarian, and Gerald R. Eggles- the exhibition, the Wisconsin State Historical Society and Rare 
ton, the Acquisitions Librarian, beginning in 1967. The collec- Book Room of the Memorial Library at the University of Wis- 
tion includes titles from every state plus most of Canada and consin-Madison who shared their collections and their exper- 
continues to grow through donations of older materials and tise with the Elvehjem. Without their generous cooperation 
subscriptions to the few currently published titles. James this exhibition would have never come into being. 
Danky’s Undergrounds: a union list of alternative periodicals in Russell Panczenko 
libraries of the United States and Canada was published by the Director 
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Radical Imagery in the Pictorial Expression 
Of the 1930s and 1960s 

he 1930s and 1960s were decades of upheaval and radical agitational and help create a revolutionary consciousness 
ferment for American society. During these two eras among the people. 
many artists, intellectuals and social critics focused on New Masses appeared as a monthly in 1926 and was a 

perceived injustices and imbalances existing within their social major disseminator of graphic works representing the social 
realities and offered radical and revolutionary alternatives in realist genre. By 1930 it had become the mouthpiece for the 
the interest of a better society. From this critical perspective American Communist Party and thus advanced a Marxian 
emerged a protest art which mirrored a revolutionary vision political philosophy. In February, 1931 the editors of the maga- 
informed by the radical ideologies and attitudes of the periods. zine touted it as... the cultural weapon of the class-con- 
Artists who became involved with the social struggles of their scious workers and revolutionary intellectuals of this country.’ 
times postulated a dialectic to the established reality. Their vis- Revolutionary artists working for New Masses outlined the role 
ual vocabulary of dissent commented on the human condition for artists in the revolutionary process and rallied other artists 
in an unjust and alienating social order in need of revolution to be revolutionary in their social viewpoint. According to 
and transformation. Jacob Burck: 

An iconological analysis of these protest graphics is a 

study of the intrinsic meaning and content of the drawing “It is up to the revolutionary artists to help pave 
within the historical context. Looking at the historical nature of the way for a complete break with bourgeois cul- 
art involves a sociology of art, for as Arnold Hauser has stated: ture by developing new plastic revolutionary 
“.. the social history of art merely asserts that art forms are expressions which are an outgrowth of the class 
. ..also expressions of a socially conditioned world view: struggle and which embody the aspirations of the 
Specifically, socially conscious art confronts and engages the working class for the desired classless state." 
viewer in critical awareness and thought, and protest artists 
create worlds where oppression and victimization are fought By the 1960s, however, the radical vision had changed 
against. significantly enough to focus attention on the predicament of 

In the Depression decade of the 1930s, a revolutionary the individual within an overwhelmingly technocratic society. 
Marxist approach to art emerged in the graphic works of social Issues of class and economics became subsumed within a par- 

. realist artists who were affiliated with the journal New Masses. adigm of social oppression which broadened the critical analy- 
In portraying a Marxian perspective, social realist artists such sis to encompass the entire cultural environment. The 1960s 
as William Gropper demonstrated how political considerations radicals rejected the positivist and materialist world view essen- 
affected the nature of art, especially in thematic content. tial to the Marxist dogma of dialectical materialism. Instead, 
With clear reference to traditional Marxist argument, social they adopted a perspective existential and transcendental in 
realists conceived of art as grounded in the objective historical tone and philosophically romantic in its interpretation. Radical 
reality reflecting the class structure of the capitalist social sys- thinkers and artists eschewed the scientific, rationalist world 
tem. They practiced an aesthetic intended to create a sense of view adopting a critical attitude toward the technological 
solidarity with and among the working class, to inspire hope world. They became concerned with the human condition 
and confidence in the ‘revolutionary elan”’ of the proletariat, within a dehumanized environment. The oppressor was no 
and to impel their viewers to militant action on behalf of the longer exclusively the economic structure of the capitalist sys- 
workers. True to their socialist sensibilities, these artists viewed tem, but, rather, the overarching technocracy which dominated 
themselves as creating revolutionary cultural values from the and controlled all aspects of existence. 
perspective of a distinctly Marxian class struggle analysis. They Socially concerned artists who created within the 1960s 
insisted that art had a class basis inseparable from economic, oppositional environment practiced an ‘‘art of negativity” 
social and political life and felt it imperative that artists enlist which flourished in the graphics of the decade's underground 
art as a weapon in the class struggle. The Marxist aesthetic as journals. The underground press first began on a sustained 
expressed in the social realist genre directed that art should basis in May, 1964 with the publication of the Los Angeles Free 
function as a transmitter of revolutionary values; it should be Press, and between the years 1964-1973 a network of under- 
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ground journals existed reaching an estimated circulation of lation with certain New Left political ideas. While it would be 
five million by 1970.5 This underground press—or ‘‘alternative incorrect to view the New Left as a political movement orga- 
communications network’’*—reported on and participated in nized around a coherent philosophy or a preconceived theory, 
the radical youth culture and radical politics of the period. it is appropriate to look at certain “intellectual attitudes” as 
Unlike New Masses, the underground press did not advance a distinguishing features of New Left political positions.'' One of 
coherent political philosophy, but, rather, was a variegated, these “‘intellectual attitudes’ was an anticapitalism which 
non-sectarian medium which reflected the dissident viewpoints abstracted the nature of evil within the concept of money. 
expressed by myriad social groups labeled ‘The Movement.” New Left political manifestos denounced the powerful position 

The aesthetics of social criticism delineated by the money held in American society. In the Port Huron Statement, 
underground artists coincided with the theoretical writings of Tom Hayden argued that “. . . work should involve incentives 
the radical thinkers of the era. Carl Oglesby, a spokesperson worthier than money.’'2 John Sinclair, founder of the White 
and activist of the New Left, argued that artists must engage Panther Party—which attempted to infuse the counterculture 
politically and offer alternatives to the injustices and banal evil with some form of revolutionary political struggle—stated in 
of the capitalist world.” Herbert Marcuse, the intellectual who the Party's platform: ‘’We want a free world economy based 
influenced much New Left thought, spoke of uniting the aes- on free exchange of any energy and materials and the end of 
thetic and the political and asserted that “.. . art could guide money."3 
the construction of the new society.’® The images of the underground artists illustrate a cri- 

Social realists developed an aesthetic language conso- tique of the nature and power of money. The aesthetic vocabu- 
nant with Marxist ideas. The pictorial language of class conflict lary is not about economic exploitation of one class by 
between labor and capital predominates New Masses radical another; rather, it conveys a concern with a devaluing of 
art and portrays a belief that revolutionary change would occur humanistic values by an overwhelming identification with com- 
through institutional rearrangements and altered social rela- mercial values. The dollar sign and the dollar bill denote a soci- 
tions. In rendering the revolutionary struggle, artists whose ety corrupted by materialist values and perverted allegiances. 
graphics appeared in New Masses between 1930-35 focused One artist in Quicksilver Times identified money as ‘‘the root 
on the bourgecis/capitalist as the arch villain of the economic of all evil’’ while another used the image of the one dollar bill 
crisis facing America. as a symbolic replacement for the American flag, satirizing the 

Influencing and reflecting the visual imagery was the belief that money had assumed a revered place. The anticapita- 
political polemic. Earl Browder, leader of the Communist Party, list iconology of the undergrounds lampooned the flatulence 
described the monopoly or finance capitalists as that class of those who “‘pledge allegiance’ to money while gently com- 
which held “. . . mastery over 80 to 90 percent of all the mending those who attempt to “cut down’’ money from its 
means of production.’’? Social realists depicted the bourgeois/ dominant position in American culture. 
capitalist as responsible for an exploitative and oppressive eco- The underground iconology linked the critique of a 
nomic system. In the graphic entitled Henry Ford foresees the monetary culture with a debunking of materialism. New Left 
coming of ‘real prosperity,’ Hugo Gellert conveys the dialectical spokespersons denounced a society which equated the posses- 
nature of capitalist society. The monumental figure of Henry sion of material things with fulfillment and happiness. Influ- 
Ford extends a possessive embrace around the buildings of encing the New Left critique was the neo-Marxian philosophy 
industry indicating his ownership of the means of production. of Herbert Marcuse who argued that the new technological 
In the lower foreground an archetypal worker confronts the reality created an ‘administered life’ which imposed a culture 
Ford figure. Gellert renders the worker in the social realist style of “false needs.” Such a culture pacified individuals into 
as a sturdy, muscular and heroic figure. While his position accepting a system of “‘repressive satisfaction” and a life of 
within the image emphasizes his economic status, his confron- “one-dimensional’’ thought and behavior. The Marcusian idea 
tational stance indicates a potential for action suggesting the that slavery in developed industrialized society was defined by 
nature of the class struggle. The social realists William Gropper the reduction of the individual to the state of a thing, 4 corre- 
and Jacob Burck paint a more biting and caustic description of sponded with Tom Hayden's contention that loneliness and iso- 
monopoly capitalists as stuffed, grotesque figures bloated with lation in contemporary society derived from ‘‘the idolatrous 
riches already gained and gluttonous for more. This imagery worship of things by man.’"5 
reflects a contemporary labor leader's description of America’s The graphics of both decades also characterized the pre- 
capitalists as ‘‘parasites and leeches” who sucked the blood of vailing ideology of liberalism as fascist. Between 1928-1935 
workers in order to increase and maintain their economic posi- the Communist Party's political line held that fascism was a 
tion and profits."° In the social realist iconology bourgeois/cap- stage in modern economic development—a stage when capi- 
italists dine on hearty meals in palacial mansions while the talism suffers a crisis and the ruling class can no longer govern 
working class goes hungry in tenement slums. by the old methods of bourgeois liberal democracy. It resorts 

The iconology of the 1960s underground journals does to fascist forms of socio-political organization, i.e., the outright 
not evidence the classical Marxist critique of America as a capi- dictatorship of finance capitalists enforced by ‘‘terrorist 
talist society oppressing its working class in a system of eco- methods of administration."¢ 
nomic wage slavery. Rather, the imagery demonstrates a corre- 
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Artists for New Masses expressed an unremitting hostil- torial statements for racial solidarity because defeat of the cap- 
ity to Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal, and their imagery coin- italist forces of oppression depended on a united working 
cided with the journal’s editorial line which labeled the New class. As Michael Gold, chief editor of New Masses, asserted: 
Deal a fascist policy of ‘maintaining the profits of finance capi- "itis not race prejudice alone that keeps the Negro in 
talism.” Theodore Scheel depicts the NRA (National Recovery southern slavery today. It is still the need of capitalists for the 
Act) as an instrument of the capitalist fascist state by associat- cheapest possible labor. . . . the black and white workers of 
ing the NRA eagle with the swastika. Scheel’s graphic commu- the south are now uniting under the red flag of Marx and 
nicates the Communist argument that the paramount concern Lenin."23 
of New Deal governmental policy was the health of the capital- Within the changed social context of the 1960s the race 
ist economy rather than the health of the workers. In The Spirit issue revolved around concepts of black power and black 

of NRA the artist brands Roosevelt and his New Deal policies nationalism. By the mid-1960s radical blacks began rejecting 
as fascist for fostering a militarism which threatened to engulf the integrationist tactic of the liberal, mainstream civil rights 
the world in an imperialist war for world markets. movement and began defining their own ideas of freedom 

Underground artists also employed the swastika in their and equal rights. Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton 
graphics, but during the struggle of the 1960s fascist insignia asserted that the white power structure had suppressed and 
signified a repressive system rather than a Marxian stage in the degraded the black community by subordinating blacks politi- 
economic process. They often connected the idea of fascism cally, economically, socially and psychologically. In their book 
with the concept of technocratic totalitarianism. In this totali- Black Power, they argued that ’'Black people in the United 
tarian universe a Millsian ‘‘power elite’ of the government, States have a colonial relationship to the larger society, a rela- 
industry, and the military structured and controlled the social tionship characterized by institutional racism.’24 To achieve 
order, and the powers of ordinary people were circumscribed black independence from the white power structure ‘’Black 
by forces beyond their control.'7 In the graphic captioned Power’ advocates urged American blacks to unite and estab- 
“Techno-Fascism”’ the artist criticizes the totalitarian nature of lish a sense of community. Before attempting integration with 
modern society and represents it as basically repressive of free- the larger white society black people needed to separate and 
dom and individual autonomy. Specifically, the TV is used to build a power base drawing strength from their black identity 
symbolize technocratic oppression. One underground writer and African heritage. They should’. . define their own goals, 
described TV as an instrument used by the corporate elite’. . ... lead their own organizations, . .. and reject the racist insti- 
to put lies into our heads and convince us to buy, buy, buy... . tutions and values of this society’’25 Only after this achieve- 
and then offers only work helping to produce goods that bring ment could blacks join society as truly equal partners, for as 
slow death at home or genocide abroad. This way of ‘life’ is a Carmichael and Hamilton argued: ‘Before a group can enter 
way of death.’’8 The most trenchant use of fascist imagery, the open society, it must first close ranks. . . . Black Power 
however, is found in the Black Panther, journal of the Black therefore calls for black people to consolidate behind their 
Panther Party. There is virulent depiction of the police as ‘‘fas- own, so that they can bargain from a position of strength.’26 
cist pig forces’’ and a denunciation of “Amerika” as “this filthy Another faction of the black liberation movement was 
government [which] is rapidly approaching open, blatant fas- the Black Panther Party formed in October, 1966 by Huey New- 
cism.'"19 ton and Bobby Seale. The Black Panthers offered a black 

The radical movements concerned themselves with the nationalist perspective arguing that blacks comprised a ‘black 
issues of race and race relations, and the socio-political context colony’ within the “white mother country.” To liberate them- 

of each era influenced the radical perspective. From 1928-1935 selves from their colonial status blacks needed to confront 
the Communist Party developed the idea of “'self-determina- both racism and capitalism in the white community. Black Pan- 
tion” for Negroes in the Black Belt states of the South.° This thers also maintained that the ‘’Black colony of Afro-America’’ 
policy defined the American “Negro question’’ as a ‘‘national had an international mission to free the Third World from the 
question” and ‘‘characterized the Negro people as an yoke of colonialism. Emory Douglas, the black revolutionary 
oppressed nation’ endowed with “‘all the objective attributes artist who also served as Minister of Culture of the Black Pan- 
of nationhood." The iconology of New Masses, however, ther Party, communicates this idea in his protest graphics 
does not mirror the Communist Party's policy of “self-determi- which denounce the U.S. as an imperialist power. To accom- 
nation;’’ rather, it reveals a concern for equal rights for all plish their liberation goals the Black Panthers readily accepted 
Negroes and denounces the murderous crime of lynching. revolutionary violence. Racism, capitalism and colonialism were 
Between 1882 and 1934, 3,513 Negroes were lynched, and the systems based on violence, they argued, and therefore violent 
years 1933-35 witnessed 63 lynchings of Negroes. Congres- means were needed to destroy them. The powerful and trucu- 

sional efforts to pass an anti-lynching bill during the 1930s lent graphics from Black Panther convey the role guerrilla war- 
were unsuccessful, but the Communist Party supported such fare should play in the liberation movement and illustrate Huey 
legislation.22 The artist Hyman Warsager paints the brutalizing Newton's dictum: “They [black people] must have the basic 
nature of this crime and associates the horrific prevalence of tool of liberation: the gun/"27 

racial lynchings with the fascist nature of the U.S. justice sys- Radical factions of both eras accepted revolutionary vio- 

tem. Social realist artists such as Hugo Gellert made strong pic- lence because they believed they faced a world where violence 
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and wars plagued humankind. Thus, the issue of war and The overall critique of American foreign policy as imperi- 
peace became a cause for both decades. As early as the late alist and counterrevolutionary provided the framework for the 
1920s writers for New Masses argued that imperialist powers Vietnam antiwar movement. New Left activists argued that 
were preparing for war against the Soviet Union. By July, 1933 America’s corporate capitalism profited from both the war in 
intellectuals and artists associated with New Masses were call- Vietnam and imperialism in the Third World. War protesters 
ing for an antiwar congress-with the stated aim of struggling demonstrated and resisted by marching and fighting the draft 
against the forces of ‘'a new imperialist war’’28 The Commu- in an effort to ‘Stop the War Machine” and ‘’Bring the War 
nist Party and New Masses endorsed the congress and mobi- Home.” In ’Vietnam’’ the artist paints the war as an unjust 
lized working class organizations for a united front against and immoral crime—a shame on the American ideals of liberty 
imperialist war. Michael Gold editorialized on the workers’ and freedom. A cover graphic from Quicksilver Times, “‘Kill 
need to fight against capitalist war and fascism: Rate/Profits,” critiqued the Vietnam war as institutionalized vio- 

lence sanctioned and promoted by the liberal capitalist techno- 
“The acuteness of the economic crises is driving cratic order. Another Quicksilver Times graphic entitled ‘Rural 
the imperialist powers toward a new redivision of Pacification, KENT, OHIO” appeared four days after National 
the world. The end of capitalist stabilization is Guardsmen killed four students at Kent State University on 
leading the world to a new cycle of imperialist May 4, 1970 during a protest against the U.S. troop invasion of 
wars and proletarian revolutions. . . . the capitalist Cambodia. The artist renders the ruthless and callous nature 
world will seek to destroy the socialist world by of America’s “war machine’ and depicts the horrific and tragic 
force of arms... /’ consequences of America’s ‘war at home.” While Vietnam 

imagery predominates the antiwar iconology of the decade's 

Jacob Burck depicted War, Fascism, Hunger as ‘'the holy trinity undergrounds, radical artists also deplored America’s milita- 
of capitalism” which workers must valiantly fight against. rism and hoped for a world free of nuclear weapons. In “ABM 
Other artists condemned the greed of the capitalists who are a hard rain’’ and ‘Their ABM’ the artists critique U.S. expendi- 
at “'the helm of the industrial war machine.'2° In The Dough tures on a nuclear arsenal as an inhumane use of resources by 
Boy the artist denounces capitalist wars as exploitative of the a world power obsessed with a chauvinistic sense of macho 
working class by associating the death of American infantry- power. 
men in World War | with the profits realized by American The issue of war and peace was not the only issue which 

businessmen. concerned students in the 1930s and 1960s. In both decades 
A student antiwar movement also emerged in the 1930s. “politically organized student activism’’ emerged.?¢ Students 

One of its main organizational supports was the National Stu- questioned the nature and role of the university in society and 
dent League (NSL) formed by Communist students and asso- analyzed the nature of power relations within the larger social 
ciated with the Communist Party. As members of the NSL, radi- context. Unlike the 1960s, however, student activism in the 
cal students took positions opposing U.S. militarism and 1930s was linked to adult political parties, and ‘‘in the 1930s, 
military training on university campuses. Specifically, the NSL proportionately more students participated in left-wing activ- 
branded ROTC". . . the manifestation of the war machine on ism than during the New Left of the 1960s . . '’3” The group 
the campus.’ In Good Fodder Gus Uhlmann gives good evi- most politically active was the National Student League (NSL), 
dence of the anti-ROTC sentiment. This anti-militarism, how- the Communist-affiliated youth group. Members of the NSL 
ever, did not translate into pacifism, for radical students asso- analyzed their social predicament as analogous to that of the 

ciated with the Communist Party felt it was their obligation to proletariat and saw their problems as “’. . . indissolubly bound 
stand in solidarity with the international working class in their up with those of the working- class.’28 Spokespersons for the 
war against the capitalist class.32 group complained of the meaninglessness of education within 

In the 1960s the student peace movement also attacked capitalist educational institutions and argued that students 

American foreign policy as imperialist and criticized the Cold were becoming a ‘gray horde of robot minors . . . waiting to 
War view of the world. After a quiescent period in the late become stockbrokers and advertising men, parasites and sales- 
1940s through the mid-1950s, a reborn peace movement men. They are money-minded; they are the future hired men 

emerged in the late 1950s focusing on the banning of nuclear of Big Business.’39 Students needed to overcome their apathy 
testing and the campaign for nuclear disarmament. By the and develop a viable relationship between their academic com- 
mid-1960s, the peace movement coalesced around America’s munity and the outside social world. Most of all, they needed 

role in the Vietnam War, and antiwar protesters argued that to develop revolutionary zeal. 
America had become”. . . the world’s major counterrevolu- The editors of New Masses also critiqued American uni- 
tionary power.’33 In the historical context of the post-World versities as capitalist centers of learning governed by”. . . the 
War II world, America had become a power with vast foreign coercive influences of the powerful capitalist interests that 
investments and troops deployed around the globe. Radicals finance . . . universities in the U.S .. . "4° In The Absent- 
regarded Cold War rhetoric about defending the ‘Free World’’ Minded Professor William Siegel creates a montage image criti- 
as a hypocritical sham and viewed America as“... the cal of the role of the university in American society. The draw- 
expansionist power to be most feared.''34 ing depicts an academician, oblivious to the evils of capitalist 
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society occurring all around him, ranting about a Soviet New Masses visually represent the Marxian dictum of class 
menace. conflict between the bourgeois capitalists and the proletariat 

The notion of revolutionary zeal for the 1960s activists led by the vanguard of the Communist Party. A cover graphic 
emerged from different perceptions. Their critique was more by William Gropper dramatically renders the notion of class 
broadly cultural, transcending the economic analysis of the struggle. It shows archetypal worker figures breaking the 
1930s. They asserted that education within America's corpo- chains of wage slavery and forcefully confronting their capital- 
rate culture imposed a ‘moral and spiritual servitude’ and ist oppressors. Gropper evokes the sense of working class vic- 
argued against the concept of the “multiversity:” In their world tory. The position and size of the capitalist figures indicate 
view the multiversity worked as ‘’a highly efficient industry’’ their growing loss of power when confronted by an embold- 
for the training of technicians and managers for the techno- ened proletariat awakened to revolutionary consciousness. The 
logical business world.*' Student activists maintained that uni- artistic vocabulary of 1930s protest art also reveals an unequiv- 
versity administrators denied students any decision-making ocal acceptance of revolutionary violence. The pictorial lan- 
power in the “‘authoritarian’’ multiversity. Rather than encour- guage of class conflict—strikes, hunger marches, struggles 
aging youth to be critical and imaginative, the faculty trained with the police—predominates the social realist aesthetic of 
students to be operatives in an automated work place. As ten- New Masses, and artists depicted violence as a necessary part 
ders of computers and data processing equipment, students of the revolutionary process. In The New Model—1932 Jacob 
faced the bleak future of an “intellectual and moral waste- Burck creates images of workers fighting against capitalist 
land’’42 Students complained of a depersonalized world domi- oppression with the strike weapon. In National Guard Attack- 
nated by a bureaucratic mentality unresponsive to human ing Workers Limbach conveys the violent nature of class con- 
needs. In ‘Do not bend’ the artist indicts the bureaucratic flict with workers confronting the fire power of the state as it 
ethos by identifying the use of computer cards as a means of attempts to resist the workers’ revolution. 
avoiding personal contact. In ‘‘Oink University’’ and ‘‘Welcome The notion of revolution conveyed in underground 
Back to School” artists communicate the idea of resistance to graphics is less clearly defined, and the visual vocabulary con- 
the “‘assembly line’ university which produced for the ‘'mili- tains no references to a historical dialectical struggle between 
tary- industrial complex.’ In an attempt to transform the Amer- economic classes. 1960s radicals involved in the movement had 
ican power structure New Left activists proposed the concept an abstracted enemy visually rendered as a corrupted society— 
of “participatory democracy’’ as a governing principal to a Babylon—ruled by an oppressive corporate power structure 
replace". . . the whole fabric of a dehumanized society:"*? To which denied the people power over their own lives. Activists 
fight the alienation and general malaise experienced by youth spoke out against an institutional system they labeled ‘‘corpo- 
in the corporate and conformist society, leaders of the student rate liberalism’’ which exploited the Third World and deformed 
movement argued for a decentralized, humane and non- the democratic system at home. The radical activist Carl 
machine society.44 Oglesby described ‘‘corporate liberalism’’ as “’an awesome 

Connected with but not identical to the 1960s student organism’’ which ignored the basic values of humanism.‘” In 
movement was a youth dominated counterculture which dis- the underground iconology protest artists depict the concept 
sented from the mainstream, established culture. One historian of America’s democratic system as existing more in national 
maintains that counterculture youth—or hippies—were rebel- myth than in political reality. In “By the People, For the Peo- 
ling against the “‘technocratic totalitarianism’’ of the prevailing ple,” the artist mocks the idea of America’s democratic ideals 
social context. These hippie youth went beyond political ideol- as a false notion. 
ogy to a ‘politics of consciousness.’’45 In dissenting from the In the radical world view, the ‘‘death-directed Amerika’’ 
established order hippies rejected the scientific and rational had to be attacked and destroyed, but the causal agents of 
world view of Western culture for the mystical and non-rational revolution were not always clearly identified. Often artists 
world view of Eastern culture. They revolted against the notion depict the idea of a youth-directed revolution as illustrated in a 
of the “organization man” and sought personal meaning and Quicksilver Times cover which shows a wave of joyous youth 
happiness in alternative lifestyles and other forms of conscious- about to engulf the governmental structures of the power 
ness. The drug culture and psychedelic experience of the coun- elite. In another Quicksilver Times cover the artist represents 
terculture implicitly condemned the scientific positivism of the the cosmic forces of nature as the instrument of destruction. 

technological world order.*® The iconology of the underground Underground artists also display an ambivalent attitude 
journals depicts a concern for breaking through the limitations toward violence as is seen in the graphic ‘‘Resist Lovingly.” 
of the objective reality and journeying to an altered conscious- While the text reads, ‘’Resist Lovingly in the loyalty of under- 
ness which gains awareness through non-rational means. The ground Sisterhood & Brotherhood,’ the image conveys a con- 
mystical and psychedelic imagery is informed by a transcen- tradictory message with a group of hippie-looking figures 
dental outlook, and the artistic use of mandalas evinces the holding weapons of destruction. This image is a good illustra- 
counterculture’s preoccupation with Eastern mysticism and Ori- tion of the late 1960s movement slogan: ‘Flower power 
ental philosophies. becomes Gun powder.” 

The radical aesthetic of the two decades also treats the Since a radical aesthetic implies a dialectical position to 
nature of freedom and revolutionary change. The artists of the prevailing order, artists of revolt counterpointed their social 
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reality with a projected ideal of a revolutionary future. In the where“... fascism, communism, capitalist war economy and 
1930s the nature of freedom, as revealed in the social realist socialist levelling, ... and the necessity to earn a living by 
aesthetic, presupposed the creation of a new economic order drudgery [would] become entirely unnecessary.’>! 
in which class oppression would be abolished. New Masses The image, ‘‘A New Sun Rising’ communicates the idea 
iconology portrays a concrete objective evidenced by the reality that revolutionary forces have defeated the ‘‘death- directed 
of the Soviet Union. Artists represent the USSR as “’a beacon Amerika” replacing it with a life of freedom and individual 
light to the oppressed of other countries.” In Two Civilizations, independence. A thunderbolt strikes and ‘babylon crum- 
Fred Ellis depicts capitalism as heading rapidly for the historical bles’’—a rainbow arches over, a radiant sun blazes in the back- 
abyss, while the image of the Soviet Union signals the estab- ground, and an armed revolutionary stands in triumph. “Earth 
lishment of a classless society where Soviet workers owned Rebirth” gently suggests the utopian notion of a new world 
and ran the industries and were, therefore, ‘the proudest and ennobled by peace, justice, and a oneness with nature, and 
freest workers in the world.’48 guided by a new ethic of togetherness and love. 

Considering the differing perspective of the two dec- The iconology of dissent produced an aesthetic of social 
ades, the 1960s image of a revolutionary future does not have criticism, a visual expression of the revolutionary tempers of 
the same specificity as does the new world idea found in New two discrete but analogous eras of turmoil in American social 
Masses. There is no visual reference to an explicit model (such history. Both the 1930s and 1960s produced artists whose aes- 
as the Soviet Union) to be emulated, and the iconology con- thetic concerns emerged out of a revolt against perceived 
veys a more abstracted notion of a utopian world renewed oppression, whose critical perspective informed their visual 
through both a revolution in consciousness and a revolution in imagery. By going beyond “'the physical evidences of the art 
social polity. 1960s radicals wanted to destroy the corporate lib- impulse,’ it becomes evident how the aesthetic language signi- 
eral state but“. . in the name of simple human decency and fied an underlying political vision and how protest artists 
democracy, . . . not in the name of this or that blueprint or ism reified oppositional ideology and “‘attitudes’’ in their artistic 
....'49 This new world idea had a mythic quality. It would language. The sources of artistic rebellion differed in the two 
establish a form of human community which would be non- decades, but in practicing an “‘art of negativity’’ socially con- 
artificial and affirm the richness of human life.5° Once freed of scious artists offered, through their aesthetic medium, a vision 

the technological/materialist culture, 1960s radicals envisioned of their hopes and dreams for a new and better world. 
a revitalized culture “in touch’ with the natural world, a world 

Mary Lee Muller 
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Untitled 
(Babylon Crumbles) 

From Quicksilver Times 

March 3-13, 1970 
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Hee oehcose te 5 — Untitled 
Hee eH ae ae — (We shall.celebrate with such Fierce Dancing 

the Death of your institutions) 
From Seed, vol. 5, no. 8 
Date unknown 

63. 17 x 1114 in 
Untitled 
(Don't Tread on Me) 
From Willamette Bridge, vol. 3, no. 36 
Date unknown 
1712 x 1112 in. 
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Untitled Untitled 
From Quicksilver Times (A New Sun Rising) 
April 30-May 13, 1971 From Quicksilver Times 
1612 x 1112 in. March 17-30, 1971 
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Untitled 
(The Gathering of the Tribes) 

From San Francisco Oracle 68. 

January, 1967 Untitled 
16 x 111/44 in (Woodstock) 

From Seed 
Date unknown 
2112 x 15in 
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69. 
Untitled 
(By the People For the People) 70. 

From Extra Untitled 
July 29-August 12, 1969 (Old Gory) 
1712 x 1114 in From Berkeley Barb 
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74. 

Untitled Untitled 
From Quicksilver Times (What's the use, really? It’s coming along) 
August 12-22, 1969 From Quicksilver Times 16¥2 x 11¥2 in November 26—December 6, 1969 

17 x 1112 in 
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75. 
Untitled 76. 
(The Root of all Evil) Untitled 

From Hundred Flowers (Back to School) 

June 19, 1970 From Quicksilver Times 
16 x 11"4in September 15-25, 1970 

1612 x 1112in 
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(Vietnam) 

- From Avatar 
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From Black Panther 

December 12, 1969 
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| WEEK Untitled 

(Back to Skool Week) 
| From Leviathan 

ps April, 1969 
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85. 
Untitled 
(Kill the Greedy Slumlords) 

From Black Panther 
September 12, 1970 
1712 x 1112 in 
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